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“Light, basis of all life on earth, is existen-
tial for all of us and influences our moods
more than we often envision. Feelings, such
as security, warmth, coldness or loneliness
can be supported and even caused by light-
ing moods,”Herbert Stecher explains.Thus,
Stecher seeks to use light as a design
medium.A qualified photo designer in the
area of architecture and industrial photog-
raphy, the artist has substantial knowledge
in placing natural and artificial light sources
for photo shoots. “The topic of light has
substantially influencedme throughout my
professional career. I developed a technique

with colleagues to illuminate whole build-
ings and industrial plants with colourful
light sources. We created pictures, which
went far beyond the mere portraying of an
existing situation. This contact with light-
shadow effects then strongly influenced the

Unconventional shapes, alluring colour mixes and exceptional light-shadow
patterns - ART LUMINARI stands for an intriguing combination of sculpture,
painting and light design. Artist Herbert Stecher’s creative light objects are sure to
brighten up each room and space and to even affect a person’s wellbeing.
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Light art of the special kind

Main image: Object Cehris

Above: Object Dokris

Below: Object Ekka (left)

Object Hellos (middle)

Object Kybris (right)
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creation of my light objects since the foun-
dation ofART LUMINARI in 2011,”Stecher
explains.

Creating a unique design principle, which
merges painting, sculpture and light design,
Stecher manages to make a stylish connec-
tion between art and design.A combination
of coloured concrete, raw iron and pictorially
designed, colourful surfaces develops an ex-
pressive balance between playful effortless-
ness and solid materiality, which creates an
entirely different spatial effect. Stecher ex-
plains: “This spatial effect fascinates me
when it comes to the placing of my objects.
Unlike with classical paintings or sculptures,
my objects can be moved freely in the room
without losing the intended lighting effect.
Thus, the perfect position can be easily
found.”His objects get atmospherically illu-
minated by integrated energy-saving LED
lights. This, in combination with relief-like
surfaces of concrete, iron, gypsum, structure
paste, leaf gold, pigmented textile hardener,
synthetic resin or acrylic paint, produces an
exceptional effect.The horizontal axial bear-
ings, with which the heads of the detached
objects can be freely rotated and moved,
cause particularly appealing light effects.
Thus, different light and shadow patterns
as well as intriguing shadows at the ceiling
contribute to the overall impact.A complete
rotation of the object’s head is also possible.
This means that the reverse side turns into
the front and a different object-spatial effect
is obtained.The results are extraordinary art-
works for indoor- and outdoor areas which
already include their own pleasantly warm-
coloured lighting.

Handcrafted and unique
“I believe that in times of industrial mass
production, sustainable and individually
manufactured objects have a special sig-
nificance,” Stecher says. All exclusively
handcrafted in his atelier in North Rhine-
Westphalia, Stecher’s ever growing portfo-
lio currently consists of 14 different light
objects – all unique copies. In Burscheid
his artworks are checked for technical fea-
sibility and experimental developments are
carried out. Stecher explains:“The concep-
tual formulation is always chosen bymyself.
The material tests sometimes take several
months as the chosen materials, such as
concrete, need long drying- and fabrica-
tion periods.”The objects vary in size be-
tween 1.20 and 2.40 metres and, depending
on the choice of material, the objects weigh
between 20 and 50 kilograms. A variety of
combinations of different pole colours and
concrete stands can be realised, as well as
even more special customer wishes.“Thus,
individual objects can be made which suit
the interior,” Stecher notes.“As I’m inter-
ested in the spatial effect of my objects I
prefer to personally place them at my cus-
tomers and to advise them on positioning,”
he adds.The total height, as well as the ob-
ject’s character is changeable through
colour-coated poles.This offers yet another
possibility for individualisation. By using
weatherproof materials, some objects are
largely protected against environmental in-
fluences and can be installed in outside ar-
eas, such as object Bolus.

“Two main topics give me inspiration for
my objects,”Stecher notes.“While dealing

with the topic of
light, I have in-
evitably come
across fascinat-
ing space images
by modern tele-
scopes, probes
and satellites.
The infinite di-
versity of colour
compos i t i ons
and representa-
tions of struc-
tures influenced
many of my ob-

jects, such as Hellos, Cehris, Jalos or Ekka.”
Another inspiring factor is the ornamenta-
tion of classical labyrinths.“The possibility
of presenting them in my works through
the relief-like structure in combination with
exciting shadows account for a special im-
pact as seen in object Dokris.”The excep-
tional artworks in combination with exten-
sive personal customer advice by Stecher
and his wife, are sure to make for a special
art experience. To get inspired, to see for
oneself or simply to learn more about the
technical aspect of the work, atelier visits
are also possible upon request.

www.art-luminari.de

Top: Object Bolus outside

Portrait: Herbert Stecher

Below left: Object Jalos (front and reverse side)
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